**Foreman - Bug #28844**

**Plugin pages that use react component are broken in production**

01/23/2020 08:49 AM - Avi Sharvit
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**Pull request:** https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7379

**Fixed in Releases:** 2.0.0

**Description**

It happens because the redux state gets copied into plugins which create multiple instances of the redux store. A solution might be to turn the store into a global singleton.

**Associated revisions**

Revision 200ffeab - 01/23/2020 11:04 AM - Avi Sharvit

Fixes #28844 - protect the state from duplication

Make the redux state resilient to code duplication by saving the state globally on the window object.

**History**

#1 - 01/23/2020 09:28 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7379 added

#2 - 01/23/2020 11:04 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.0.0 added

#3 - 01/23/2020 12:01 PM - Avi Sharvit
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 200ffeabed2579ca019bccc5d6b5caa5174a704.